In this study, the closed neighborhood was discussed in gated communities and in cul-de-sacs by focusing on public and private concepts, rights and regulations in Turkish urban culture. The study aims to enlighten old concepts such as "close neighborhood," "gated community," and "cul-de-sac" with a new approach in order to understand whether planned and modern gated communities contain the same aspects of traditional Turkish cul-de-sacs -part of the "fina" concept. According to tradition and culture, the concept of fina is a kind of usage of public space as if it were private. In the modern age, gated communities have created new life styles, spaces and boundaries with their advantages and disadvantages all over the world. The gated community may be called an "architecture of fear," namely fear of the neighbors, fear of theft, fear of the one living outside the gates. On the other hand, cul-de-sacs are derived from friendships and family relations -namely, being friends with relatives, neighbors and nature. Gated communities and cul-de-sacs are both created by making public spacebelonging to all citizens -into private/semi-private space belonging to only a special community. A comparative method is used between gated communities and cul-de-sacs in order to understand whether the legalization of using public space in private ways creates benefits to
INTRODUCTION
The study compares gated communities and cul-de-sacs with new perceptions focusing on the usage of "public space as if it were private/semi-private." in Turkish urban culture. It defines the "gated community" as a different kind of cul-de-sac, and vice versa -an idea that is very uncommon in the literature on gated communities. To define modern gated communities as spatially the same as closed traditional cul-de-sac settlements may be both original and risky. The risk comes from the many differences between traditional cul-de-sacs and modern gated communities, such as: main reason(s) for privatizing public space, usage of technology, socio-economic inputs, neighborhood / friend /family relations, cultural values and general life styles. However, when we make an in-depth analysis of the two free from prejudice, we may see some common or even the same characteristics.
Cul-de-sacs and gated communities are created by changing public space that belongs to all citizens into private/semi-private space belonging to special groups only. Both cul-de-sacs and gated communities may be called "closed neighborhoods." In order to understand the aim of this study, first, the concepts of the closed neighborhood, the cul-de-sac and the gated community should be defined, but to define these concepts may not be enough, since culture creates changes in the usage and meaning of space. The gated community was developed due to contextual reasons in Canada, the United States and Europe. In Turkey, similar gated communities have been copied and created without questioning their roots. Similarly, the Turkish "çıkmaz sokak" (literally, "street without an exit") is not the same as a cul-de-sac. Terms such as gated community and cul-de-sac are used in English, but not referring to a North American or European spatial culture but referring to a Turkish spatial urban culture.
METHODOLOGY
The comparative method between gated communities and cul-desacs case studies in Konya consists of analysis by observation and interview. The comparative method between gated community and cul-de-sac is used to find out whether legalization of the privatization of public space creates benefits for the whole picture or not. Case studies in Konya for cul-de-sac and gated community
The second assumption of the study is that, in both cul-de-sacs and gated communities, human relationships between relatives, friends and especially neighbors are very relevant in the decisionmaking process of where to live. Despite the fact that modern life has changed the perception of neighborhood relationships in Turkish society in general, human relationships between relatives, friends and neighbors in smaller Anatolian cities can still be found as compared to larger Turkish cities in Europe and North America.
BASIC CONCEPTS: "USING PUBLIC SPACE AS IF IT WERE PRIVATE/SEMI-PRIVATE" IN A CLOSED-NEIGHBORHOOD
What is a closed-neighborhood and why does it come about? According to Webster (2002) , Ladman (2002 Ladman ( , 2004 and Fabiyi (2004) , the main reasons of a closed neighborhood are to control local crime and increase their social standing. Olusevi (2006) claims that closed neighborhoods, becoming part of the city circulation pattern, make some citizens' lives easy, but put others in a difficult situation by preventing emergency access.
"Using Public Space As If It Were Private/Semi-Private" in a closed-neighborhood is an issue of urban interface in the city. On the horizontal axis, urban interfaces are voids that remain between buildings and concern building/mass and their composition, and on the vertical axis, they are places of interaction and transition that are composed of the sum total of architectural façades and located at the intersection of architectural products and urban space. Interfaces establish visual and functional connections as outer surfaces of urban spaces on the one hand and walls of built-up environment reflected from the interior to the exterior on the other in the context of naturecity, private-public, interior-exterior, positive (mass/solid)-negative (void) and urbanization-architecture (Bala 2003) . The statement "Using Public Space as if It Were Private/Semi-Private" is worth discussing because closed neighborhoods make public rights as community rights.
Streets are a major part of urban space and they are the most integrated part of the residential area that provides a different usage (Rykwert 1982) . According to Newman (1972) , a public space refers to an area or place that is open and accessible to all citizens, regardless of gender, race, ethnicity, age or socioeconomic level. Before discussing closed neighborhoods further, it may be useful to mention the perception of public-private terminology in Turkish culture. The concepts of and the relationship between "public" and "private" in Europe and North America are different from those in Turkey, both historically and today. According to Islamic law, an owner's property is sacred. People could use common rights, as is their own property without doing damaging to it (Çelik 1996; Çevik and Özen 1995; Yerasimos 1996) . During the Ottoman period in Turkey, there was an indistinct and permeable relationship between public and private. That is, the hierarchy between public and private was supported by semi-public and semi-private spaces in Turkish urban culture. The boundaries between public and private territory in the modern city have been defined by cartographic techniques. In modern cities today, boundaries of public space are very strict, well-defined, but very "thin." However, in pre-modern Turkey, boundaries between public and private spaces were "thick. "In such transitional zones, "private" diffuses into the territorial area of "public" (Figure 2 ).
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This is a territorial space perception that turns public space into a private/semi-private space. In contrast to Western perception, such a situation is seen as positive. In Ottoman city culture, private rights had a strong power on public boundaries. These transitional zones between public space and private space were valuable for daily city life in the traditional Ottoman city street (Yerasimos 1996) . During the Ottoman period in Turkey, there was a tendency to promote private space as overlapping, violating public space in the city. Güner (2010) , referring to Uğur Tanyeli, says that public space which "belongs to everyone" in Western culture is equivalent to public space which "belongs to anyone" in the Ottoman period. Thus, "Using Public Space as if It Were Private/Semi-Private" creates an extra positive value, so it was legal during that period. The boundaries between private and public space were composed of transitional zones of semi-private and semi-public areas. In Islamic cities, this concept of a boundary separating private and public property from each other is called "fina". The term fina is used in place of border, which means progressive transfer from one unit to another. Fina is an Arabic term that is also synonymous with the term "Harim," which refers to an invisible space about 1 to 1.5 meter wide alongside all exterior walls of a building that is not attached to other walls, and primarily alongside streets and access paths. It extends vertically alongside the walls of a building. The owner or tenant of a building has certain rights and responsibilities associated with its fina. The owner has the right to use it for temporary purposes, provided that such use will not disturb the environment and others, and the tenant has the responsibility to keep his part of the fina always clean and safe from any obstructions. Habitable space in a fina exists vertically in the form of balconies, enclosed bay windows, and rooms bridging the public-right-of-way (called Sabat) (Hakim 2007 (Hakim , 2010 (Figure 3) . Güner (2010), referring to Tanyeli (2005) , all kinds of public spaces in the Ottoman city -including streets and mosque squares -were a kind of reserve spaces to make them private. For centuries there was no attempt formally and informally to prevent "Using Public Space as if It Were Private/Semi-Private," because the person who extended his plot to the street never thought that he had stolen public property or violated any public right. When we are talking about a culture that does not need to define the public space, no one would be worried about infringing upon the rights of the public. In this culture, privatization of public space belongs to anyone who creates extra values without disturbing other people, nature and the built-up environment.
Comparison of Cul-De-Sacs and Gated Communities with Respect to Property Rights
A "çıkmaz sokak" in Turkish (literally, "street without an exit") is neither a cul-de-sac nor a dead-end street (Balamir 1994) . Components of cities are arranged in such a way that they reflect their relevant cultures (Hillier and Hanson 1984) . Cul-de-sacs in traditional Turkish cities also represent Turkish as well as Islamic city culture. Medieval Cities in Europe had dead-end streets, similar to the ones in Turkey. However, the usage and the approach to cul-de-sacs were completely different in each case (Bala and Nafa 2008 , Bala and Yodaş 2008 , Bala et al. 2009 , Bala 2010 .
The cul-de-sac is defined in architecture and urban design literature as "the street pattern open only in one side and connected to other larger streets" (Sözen & Tanyeli 1992; Keleş 1999; Southworth & Ben-Joseph 2004; and Cozens & Hillier 2008 ). Cul-de-sac as a word has a negative semantic connotation in Europe and North America. In English, "dead-end street," "blind alley," and "blind path" are all used, as well as cul-de-sac, to imply Neighborhood from Cul-De-Sacto Gated Comunity in Turkish Urban Culture: The "Fina"
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December 2018 dead, numb, lazy, sluggish, lethargic, shiftless, or indolent behavior "going nowhere." This approach may come from the general idea that cul-de-sacs have come to symbolize problems of suburbia -an isolated, insular enclave, set in a formless sprawl of similar enclaves, separated socially and physically from the larger world, and dependent upon the automobile for its survival. Culde-sacs seen in medieval cities (Morris 1979; Mumford 1989; Moughtin 1992) do not have the same peculiarities with the deadend streets of Ottoman and Islamic cities. Traditional Turkish cities were organic and free, not geometric and in rhythmic order (Aru 1998; Kubat et al., 2001 , Kubat ve Topçu 2009 . Traditional Turkish cities are typically composed of a network with a large number of cul-de-sacs and winding and narrow roads in human scale just like a tree system (Grünebaum 1946; Lapidus 1967; Hassan 1972; Acar 1975; Saoud 2002; Abu-Lughod 1987 & Hakim 2007 Bala ve Nafa 2008; Bala and Yoldaş 2008) . According to Berktay (1996) , in this hierarchical tree system, the main road was just large enoug to allow for the passing of horses. Islamic cities are not designed so that someone can pass from one point to another, one quarter to another as one wishes. There is a soft, gradual and hierarchical transition from the most public spaceslike a mosque, bazaar, square, large street or garden gate -to the most private spaces like a garden and house. According to Yerasimos (1996) , the status of the dead-end street is a wonderful example in terms of the priority of the rights of a natural person. Every resident is a partner to the property, which starts from the entrance of a dead-end street and ends at the threshold of his house (Yerasimos 1996 , Bala and Nafa 2008 , ,Bala and Yodaş 2008 , Bala et al. 2009 , Bala 2010 . Grünebaum (1946) has wondered why Muslim cities have given up using "the advantage of a straight line as the best route from one point to another" and instead preferred narrow streets that end abruptly. However, as will be discussed, it is not so much a case of "giving up" but a case of such a convenience never being a priority in the creation of street layouts (Grunebaum 1961; Hannah 1985; Stein 1974) , (Hassan 1972; Saoud (2002) ; Lapidus (1973) ; Acar (1975) , Petherbridge (1984) ; Hakim (2007) ; Abu-Lughod (1987) , Ettinghousen (1973); Erdem and Özcan 2004; Sauvaget 1946) . Andre Raymond (1994 Raymond ( , 1995 mentioned that a comparison of Western medieval cities and their urban institutions and an Islamic city shows that the latter has lost the regularity of an antique city. Roger (1996) uses typical words such as; "Nothing is more foreign to a Muslim town than the rectilinear avenues of a Roman or a modern city; an aerial photograph of any Muslim city makes us think of a maze, or a labyrinth. Instead of being integrated into a planned design, the buildings have forced the communication routes to skirt round them, or to slip between them as best they could. As a result, there are an extraordinary number of dead-ends and the roads are very rarely straight". Gustave von Grunebaum (1946) wonder why Muslim cities have given up using "the advantage of a straight line as the best route from one point to another" and preferred narrow streets ending abruptly. J. Sauvaget (1946) claims that "the Islamic city is no longer considered as an entity, as a being in itself, complex and alive; it is just a gathering of individuals with conflicting interests who, each in his own sphere, acts on his own account. There are no more municipal institutions". Cul-de-sac is either a semiprivate or semi public road for residential groups located along the road without reaching outside and providing people or others one-way access. Nevertheless, much can be said in favor of the culde-sac street as a pattern for neighborhood space in Europe and USA (Southworth and Ben-Joseph 2004) . This idea based on a quiet, pedestrian-focused environment was created where courts and close arrangements of terraced houses bordered a central green space accessed by a narrow service road connected to the public street system.
The phenomenon of dead-end streets turns public areas into private areas in accordance with the "fina", enabling transfer from one property to another in Islamic law (Yerasimos 1996) . It is a kind of "Using Public Space as if it were Private/Semi-Private" process based on the agreement of property owners of buildings having a surface facing towards a dead end. Like dead-end streets, cul-de-sacs and gated communities also give clues about how families, neighborhoods and other social relationships change according to urban layout, as well as being good examples of how to turn public spaces to semi-private.
The Roots of Cul-de-sac
Cul-de-sacs in the Islamic/Ottoman context mainly deal with segregation, privacy through space hierarchy and control (Aktüre 1978; Stewing 1966; Lapidus 1967 and Bala & Nafa 2008 , Bala et al. 2009 , Bala and Yoldaş 2009 , Bala 2012 ). The Cul-de-sac has been a space of social interaction bringing relationships between relatives and neighbors closer (Figure 4 ).
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There is a common social reality in traditional Turkish culture that if sons have carried the honor of all the family, then the family roots and relationships are strong and when a son gets married, he cannot leave the larger family alone, so an extension is added to the family house. These houses constitute a dead end by attaching to two separate houses across a street. Two houses facing each other are joined together and constitute two new ends ( Figure 5 ). Such a situation is not technically legal considering building regulations within a universal perspective, but it is in fact in line with Ottoman traditions (Yerasimos 1996) . In traditional Turkish culture, each member of society must be careful about the others' rights considering the spiritual world. None of the neighbors would construct his house in a selfish way. They were careful about nature, context and neighbors. In other words, people constructed their houses in a way that their buildings did not block incoming sunshine and did not close the view of their neighbors. They have also never destroyed trees or any creature's habitat. All this behavior is in keeping with "mortal rights" according to Islam. To ignore the "mortal right" of an individual is one of the biggest sins according to Islam. Thus, traditional Turkish cities respect nature, context and neighbors' rights. Considering urbanism, religious rules were much stronger than the official rules at that time. According to Stewing (1966) , Islamic rules attach more importance to private property rights than .The cul-de-sac can be either a semi-private or semi-public road for residential areas (Bala 2010 , Bala 2012 public property rights as long as they do not do directly harm other people. Islamic city culture defined the spatial and physical structure of dead ends.
In Islamic cities, private property is more important than public property and the concept of border is shaped through this understanding. There are common property areas in Islamic cities; however, public benefit liabilities are not applied in these areas as they are applied in Europe and in North America (Stewing 1966) . Private property is more important than public property, and an interface is created, which is called "cul-de-sac.' (Stewing 1966; Yerasimos 1996) . The owner of a private property can occupy the street in front of his property; moreover he can have the right to use this area permanently. Therefore, this street becomes his "fina." By permission of street residents, two neighbors facing one another may interrupt a road and divide it into two dead-end streets. These two dead-ends become the property of the residents. Therefore, people in this area would privatize the public area.
According to Denel (1982) , administrative, legal and economic alterations were observed in countries under the rule of the Ottomans after the proclamation of reforms in 1839 (which were a series of six legislative regulations passed between 1848-1882 adopting Western views). These alterations comprise the transforming of the traditional Ottoman city pattern into grids by deteriorating traditional city patterns with new boundaries, property and rights. In modern cities, streets are designed for motor vehicles rather than pedestrians. Thus, development plans propose a grid system and forbid creating cul-de-sacs. In recent years, the cul-de-sac has become both elongated and widened, with more dwellings incorporated. Some urban analysts and planners turned to the Garden City model, and winding streets, crescents and irregular shapes came to dominate urban thinking and design throughout much of the twentieth century.. New Urbanism promotes highdensity, mixed-use residential developments in 'walkable' neighborhoods close to public transport, employment and amenities and generally advocates the use of the grid street layout in preference to the cul-de-sac (Morrow-Jones et al., 2004) , Plater-Zyberk 2003-1992) , (Calthorpe 1994) , (Kartz 1994) , (Cozens and Hillier, 2008) . Southworth and Ben-Joseph (1997) note that the term cul-de-sac has become pejorative among many architects and planners, because it represents the essence of suburbia today. Southworth and Ben Joseph (1997) also argue that it is possible to design easily (accessible) residential districts that are interconnected to vehicular system. Nevertheless, the modern approach generally defines a cul-de-sac as an isolated, insular, private enclave, set in formless, sprawl or Neighborhood from Cul-De-Sacto Gated Comunity in Turkish Urban Culture: The "Fina"
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December 2018 similar enclaves, separated socially and physically from the larger world and dependent upon the automobile for its survival (Carmona et al. 2003) . Although the cul-de-sac has a function for being a transitional space between public and private space in traditional Turkish cities, they have all but disappeared in modern ones.
The Roots of Gated Communities in Turkey Today
In the modern age, gated communities have created new life styles, spaces and boundaries with their advantages and disadvantages all over the world. The gated community may be called an "architecture of fear," namely fear of the neighbors, fear of theft, fear of the one living outside the gates. On the other hand, cul-de-sacs are derived from friendship and family relationsnamely, being friends with relatives, neighbors and nature. A gated community is, in simple terms, a community surrounded by a fence and provided with a gate for entrance. In recent years, numerous papers, articles and books have been published on gated communities and in general gated communities are considered in the light of urban segregationist tendencies (Roitman 2005) . In this study, the gated community will be analyzed by comparing them with cul-de-sacs in terms of making a public space serving a community. While gated communities have legal authority to withhold access to outsiders, defended neighborhoods do not have this authority. This legal aspect is important in relation to another aspect. "Open" space within a defended neighborhood should be considered public space, while all space within a gated community should be considered private. However, when public space becomes privatized, accessibility is a major issue because public space is broken down.
The physical boundary defines not only spatial separation but also social separation. There is a large body of research which links segregation with economy, poverty and the lower class (Wilson 1987; Massey & Denton 1993; and Mingione, 1996) . Urban violence and fear of crime are usually mentioned as the main reasons for moving to a gated community (Blakely & Snyder 1997; Carvalho et al., 1997; Caldeira 2000; Greenstein et al. 2000; Low 2000; Svampa, 2001; Borsdof 2002; Landman 2002; and Pinto & Rovira 2002) . Many authors have referred to the process of choosing a gated community as an act of voluntary segregation, a conscious act and decision taken by an individual or family, contributing to the process of urban social segregation (Greenstein et al., 2000; Borsdorf 2002 ). Researchers such as Wilson-Doenges (2000) have showed that gated communities are not such a safe place to live. On the other hand, it is important to note that although most of the time the bad effects of living in a segregated place, which is not only segregated but poor as well, are highlighted, living in a segregated but wealthy place like a gated community also has many drawbacks for its residents. Social segregation hardens and breaks the social fabric through the use of visible barriers that do not allow strangers to go inside the borders of the gated communities. It reinforces social differences and social divisions. There is a lack of contact with different people. Construction of social relations is influenced by the separation established between 'the insiders' and 'the outsiders'. 'The others', who are the people outside and especially the neighbors in the surrounding areas, are perceived by residents of the gated communities as strangers and as potential aggressors. In this way, physical barriers are used to establish a distance, which is not only physical, but also social and symbolic. A gated community features the same characteristics as a defended neighborhood, but is also gated and walled, frequently with a central guarded entrance. Within a defended neighborhood, road and other signs as well as a (closed) video circuit often suggest that it is a private property, while this is not the case. The cameras and signs are meant to make outsiders understand that they do not belong there. Most gated communities not only make this known at the entrance, but also within the gates. While gated communities have legal authority to withhold access to outsiders, defended neighborhoods do not have this authority. The legal aspect is important in relation to another aspect. 'Open' space (with the exception of private gardens) within a defended neighborhood should be considered 'public space', while all space within a gated community should be considered 'private'. The private entity responsible for maintenance of the 'open' space is the homeowner association. However, public space thus becomes privatized or parochialized and accessibility is a major issue because public space is broken down. This phenomenon involves a group of residents who choose to live in a designated location surrounded by a protective system. They have security devices such as walls, fences, gates, barriers, alarms, guards and CCTV cameras. By and large, the infrastructure and services are of a high quality. They are designed with the intention of providing security to their residents and prevent penetration by non-residents, being conceived as closed places since their inception. Law reinforces their closure as private places, which distinguishes them from other places in the city. Their residents must follow a code of conduct concerning social behavior and construction regulations. a gated community (Blakely and Snyder, 1997) , (Caldeira, 2000) , (Carvalho et al., 1997) , (Landman, 2002) , (Low, 2000) , (Pinto and Rovira, 2002) , (Borsdof, 2002) , (Svampa, 2001) , (Greenstein et al. 2000) . Many authors have referred to the process of choosing a gated community as an act of voluntary segregation, a conscious act and decision taken by an individual or family, contributing to the process of urban social segregation (Borsdorf, 2002) , (Greenstein et al., 2000) . Other authors say that gated communities represent a special type of segregation (Carvalho et al., 1997) , (Marcuse, 2001) . Gated communities contribute to a type of segregation that cannot be defined as either voluntary or subjective, but rather influenced by both (Roitman 2005) .
SAMPLE AREAS OF CUL-DE-SACS AND GATED COMMUNITIES IN KONYA
The comparative method between gated communities and cul-desacs case studies in Konya consists of analysis by observation and interview. Konya is located in central Anatolian plain of Turkey. Konya was the capital of the Greater Seljuk Empire (1037-1194) and has accumulated a great wealth of cultural, economic, historical and spatial significance over many years of its existence. Konya became urbanized because of its logistical location (Baykara (1985) . Being in the heart of Anatolia and being the capital of the Seljuk Empire gave a strong base to Konya regarding urban construction, infrastructure, social development and cultural richness. Thus, there are so many cul-de-sac in the city. Since the beginning of 2000s, gated communities started to rise. According to Topçu (2013) , luxurious gated housing that appeal to upper middle classes emerged in the property market in Konya within the last ten years. This study focuses on two typical examples of cul-de-sacs (Pervasız Sokak) and gated communities (Beyzade Housing) in Konya as case studies. The author has lived in Konya and has observed the spatial development of the city over many years. This input is also another reason why this city has been chosen ( Figure 6 ).
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The Karatay district, a sub-center in the historical city texture close to the Mevlana Museum, contains many cul-de-sacs that still reflect a traditional Turkish urban life style (Figure 7 ).
The Karatay district, located in the northeast part of Konya, includes the historical city center and where today not only the spatial properties of traditional Anatolian settlements but also the life style has been conserved. Within the scope of this study, the selected area has a number of cul-de-sacs that show the typical properties of a traditional Turkish city organization. In other words, these cul-de-sacs are socially and physically conserved and are similar to each other. The cul-de-sac selected as a case study, Neighborhood from Cul-De-Sacto Gated Comunity in Turkish Urban Culture: The "Fina"
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Pervasız Çıkmazı, is taken as a closed neighborhood. The other selected example of closed neighborhood is a gated community, the Beyzade Housing Complex, which is located in the Meram district, a sub-center in the southwest part of the city. They have been analyzed according to the topics of site planning, layout properties, resident properties and social infrastructure properties (Table 1) . Alver (2010) has socially described the Beyzade Housing Complex by means of interviews made with 35 different residents. All the chosen interviewees were from different genders, ages, education levels and occupations. Each interview took between two to three hours in the home or office of the interviewee, in friendly and informal circumstances. Since The Beyzade Housing Complex is in the Meram District -an area of high income -it is neither too far from the city center, nor so close to the chaos of the city. The Beyzade Housing Complex was constructed for middle-and highincome economic levels. It consists of 216 residential units with open spaces, sports facilities, a meeting hall, commercial (shopping) units and a common area for social activities, all surrounded by walls with security for 24 hours a day and 7 days a week. It is not possible to claim that this chosen example presents the general properties of all gated communities in Konya. However, it is also a representative example.
Şerife Adacı (Figure 8a) The neighborhood is a very formal structure. Short visits are made only.
The number of people known by each resident is generally restricted to their encounters in the elevators and car park. All residents of the housing estate only come together in management meetings where joint resolutions are adopted. Acquaintance with 1-2 residents having contact with other families from the period before moving to the housing estate. Residents are not curious about who lives in the buildings outside of the gated community.
SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS
Low-income and highincome families live side-by-side on the street.
It has been determined that families living towards the end of the cul-de-sac are of higher economic level.
A homogeneous group with middle-and high-income levels living together.
PRIVACY
Women who particularly spend their life at home as a result of loyalty to traditional and religious roots have weak relationships with public. The end of the cul-de-sac, which changes from semipublic to semi-private, is used. 
CONCLUSION
Cul-de-sacs in the traditional Turkish city are not only a good example of social relations but also "Using Public Space as if it were Private/Semi-Private" process. In the traditional urban texture of Turkish cities, the cul-de-sac is a semi public street that is mainly a safe playing area as well as a semi-private social space for greeting, socializing, sitting and resting. The cul-de-sac may be defined as the sitting room of the neighborhood in traditional usage with four tall walls around it but without a ceiling. However, cul-de-sacs are viewed as a problem for circulation in modern cities, and they are not appreciated. Gated communities, which in this study are called a different kind of cul-de-sac, have started to become popular in modern Turkish cities. Both the culde-sac and the gated community have an entrance on only one side and are connected to another larger public street by that one entrance. Like cul-de-sacs, gated communities may also be labeled as "Using Public Space as if It Were Private/Semi-Private." On the other hand, gated communities are based on fear about a neighborhood and have been transferred from a foreign culture outside of Turkey.
The result expected from this study was not only to determine the similarities and differences pertaining to cul-de-sacs and gated communities but also to reveal the positive values generated or existing in these two living areas and provide feedback with the potential of reflecting each other. When describing the culture of cul-de-sacs and gated communities, we managed to understand their particular meaning of space. We learned, by studying cul-desacs, the ideas of neighborhood relationships, intimacy, and respect to nature and human being. The cul-de-sac addresses a range of inter-disciplinary issues such as crime, walkability, housing preferences, traffic behavior, traffic safety, cost, sustainability and social interaction. In the modern age and modern city, these same concepts -especially crime, housing preferences and social interaction -create gated communities that may be labeled as a different type of cul-de-sac. One of the significant problems of today's cities is the sharp-edged transition between private and public space. The cul-de-sac has offered an alternative solution to the sharp-edged transition problem, with particular buildings between public and private spaces which provide soft, gradual and hierarchic transition. On the other hand, a community gate which may be called a kind of cul-de-sac creates segregation not familiar to the neighborhood relationships of Turkish culture. How have human behaviors and perceptions of the neighborhood changed from traditional to modern, namely from cul-de-sac to gated community? Answering that question requires adoption of positive aspects of cul-de-sacs onto gated communities -or vice versa.
